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Photon sidebands of the ground state and the excited state of a quantum dot:
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The electron tunneling through an ultrasmall quantum dot in the presence of time-dependent microwave
~MW! fields is studied. In the investigation, two single electronic states~the ground state and the excited state!
and the intradot Coulomb interaction are considered. Assuming the tunneling through the system as a coherent
process, the time-dependent current and the average current are derived using the nonequilibrium Green-
function method. Then we consider two special cases with\v.De and\v,De, respectively, wherev is the
frequency of MW fields andDe is the energy difference between two electronic states. Both the sidebands of
the photon-assisted tunneling originated from the ground state, and, in particular, from the excited state are
obtained, which is in good agreement with the recent experiment by Oosterkampet al. @Phys. Rev. Lett.78,
1536~1997!#. Moreover, the dependence of the integrated average current on the intensity of MW fields is also
discussed, and attributed to the many-body effect of the quantum dot.@S0163-1829~98!01543-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electron tunneling through a mesoscopic system
the presence of time-varying microwave~MW! fields has
been attracting more and more attention over the past
years. An essential feature is that the electron tunne
through the system can exchange the energy ofn\v with
MW fields ~n561,62, . . . , v is the frequency of MW
fields!, leading to the opening of new inelastic tunnelin
channels. This phenomenon has been well known as
photon-assisted tunneling~PAT!. Back in the early 1960s, in
the pioneering work by Tien and Gordon, the PAT throu
superconductor-insulator-superconductor films has b
studied.1,2 In the last decade, the PAT through various nan
structures were extensively investigated.

Theoretically, Wingreen and co-workers presented a g
eral formalism for the time-dependent coherent transpor
the nonequilibrium Green-function~NEGF! method under
the adiabatic approximation.3,4 Iñarrea and co-workers dea
with the external electromagnetic field by the secon
quantization method.5,6 Yakubo, Feng, and Hu investigate
the condition for the strong influence of the PAT.7 Bruder
and Schoeller considered the tunneling as a sequential
cess and used the nonMarkovian master equation to inv
gate the tunneling through a quantum dot with intradot C
lomb interaction.8 Oosterkampet al. studied PAT through a
quantum dot with multiple states and the intradot Coulo
interaction by using the master equation.9 Furthermore, the
quenching or lack of quenching of the photon sidebands,10–12

the photon-electron pumping effect,13–15 the tunneling
through a quantum well with transitions between the
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~19!/13007~8!/$15.00
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trawell levels,16 and the time-dependent dissipativ
transport17 have also been investigated. Very recently, P
ersen and Bu¨ttiker have investigated the PAT using th
scattering-matrix approach where the internal potential
the displacement current are considered.18

Experimentally, the observations of PAT have been
ported in systems of superlattices,19,20the quantum dot,21 and
double quantum dots,22 etc. The photon-electron pump in
quantum dot driven by an asymmetric MW field has be
observed by Kouwenhovenet al.15,23

Recently, Oosterkampet al.24 investigated the PAT
through an ultrasmall quantum dot in which the energy d
ference between the ground state and the first excited s
De, is larger than both the thermal energykBT and the line-
widths G. For photon energy\v,De, they found photon
sideband resonances originated from the ground state, w
for hv.De, they observed the photon-induced excited st
resonances. By assuming sequential tunneling of a sin
electron they also presented a theoretical explanation u
the master equation approach.24 Later, Brune, Bruder, and
Schoeller studied the PAT through a single interacting qu
tum dot with arbitrary number of discrete levels.25 By intro-
ducing a generalized rotating-wave approximation and t
ing into account transitions between discrete levels of
dot, they found satisfactory agreement between their re
and the experiment by Oosterkampet al.24

However, there are still two problems puzzling us. Fir
the side-band resonance ate01\v from the ground state ha
not been found in the experiment by Oosterkampet al.,24 but
it does emerge according to the existing theory.8,9 Second,
we noticed that in all experiments involving tunnelin
13 007 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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through the quantum dot,15,21–24the integration*^I (vg)&dvg
obviously increases with the intensity of MW fields fro
experimental data, wherêI (vg)& is the average curren
through the quantum dot andvg is the gate voltage. How
ever, it is easy to prove theoretically that the integrat
*^I (vg)&dvg is a constant, independent of MW fields,
long as the Coulomb interaction is neglected. Does this
pendency of the integrated average current on the intensi
MW fields originate from the intradot Coulomb interaction

Motivated by the above-mentioned problems, we inve
gate in this paper the PAT of electron tunneling through
ultrasmall quantum dot in the presence of time-depend
MW fields. To simplify the discussion, we consider only tw
single-electron states of the dot: the ground statee0 and the
first excited statee1 . The intradot electron-electron Coulom
interaction is also included.

In contrast to the theories by Bruder and Schoelle8

Oosterkampet al. and Brune, Bruder, and Schoeller,25 here
we consider the electron tunneling through the quantum
as a coherent process even in the presence of MW fields.
appropriate if the temperature is low enough and MW fie
are coherent. We also take the adiabatic approximation
the external MW field as is done in Refs. 3, 4, and 14, i
the external oscillating potential only causes a rigid shift
the single-electron energy spectrum but no transition
tween different electronic states takes place. By using
NEGF method, the time-dependent currentI (t) and the av-
erage current̂ I & are derived. We are interested in two sp
cial cases, corresponding to the high-frequency (\v.De)
and the low-frequency (\v,De) MW fields, respectively.
For \v.De, we investigate three different ways of appl
ing MW fields: the symmetric, the slightly asymmetric, a
the completely asymmetric way. In the symmetric situati
all photon sidebands emerge, either originating from
ground state or from the excited state. However, in sligh
asymmetric MW fields with suitable magnitudes, we fi
that the PAT peak ate01\v becomes negligibly small. Fo
the completely asymmetric situation, the photon-elect
pumping effect occurs. In the case of\v,De, the photon-
induced excited-state resonance and the sidebands of th
cited state can not occur if the intensity of MW fields
weak, which is the case corresponding to the experimen
Oosterkampet al.24 However, if the intensity of MW fields is
strong enough, the PAT originated from the excited state
emerge. Finally, we study the dependence of the integra
*^I &dvg on the intensity of MW fields, and find that thi
dependency can be attributed to the intradot electron-elec
Coulomb interaction.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, th
model is presented and the nonequilibrium Green-func
method is used to derive the time-dependent currentI (t) and
the average current̂I &. In Sec. III, we study the case o
\v.De. The case of\v,De is studied in Sec. IV. In Sec
V, we investigate the dependency of the integration*^I &dvg
on the intensity of MW fields. A brief summary is present
in Sec. VI.

II. MODEL AND FORMULATION

The system under consideration is described by
HamiltonianH5H01H1 :
n
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H05 (
kPL

ek~ t !ak
†ak1 (

pPR
ep~ t !bp

†bp1 (
j 50,1

e j~ t !cj
†cj

1Uc0
†c0c1

†c1 , ~1!

H15(
k, j

vk jak
†cj1(

p, j
vp jbp

†cj1H.c., ~2!

whereak
†(ak), bp

†(bp), andcj
†(cj ) are the creation~annihila-

tion! operators of the electronic states in the left lead,
right lead, and the dot, respectively. Here we assume
there are only two states in the quantum dot, i.e., the gro
state e0 and the first excited statee1 . We also take into
account the intradot electron-electron Coulomb interact
~theU term!. As for the time-varying MW fields, we take th
adiabatic approximation3,4 in which MW fields can be de-
scribed by an oscillating potential and it only causes
single-electron energy spectrum a rigid shift:ea(t)5ea
1Db(t), whereb50, L, andR denotes the dot, the left lead
and the right lead, respectively,ea is the time-independen
single electron energy without MW fields,Db(t) is the time-
dependent MW field withDb(t)5Dbcosvt. H1 denotes
the tunneling part that is time independent.

In the following, we derive the general formulas of th
time-dependent particle currentI (t) and the average curren
^I & by using the NEGF technique.3,4,14 The time-dependen
current from the left lead to the quantum dot can be cal
lated from the evolution of the total number operator of t
electrons in the left lead,NL5(kak

†ak , and one finds~in
units of \51!

I L~ t !52e^ṄL&5 ie^@NL ,H~ t !#&52e Re (
k, j

vk jGjk
,~ t,t !.

~3!

Here we define the Green functionGjk
,(t,t8)

[ i ^ak
†(t8)cj (t)&. With the help of the Dyson equation, th

Green functionGjk
,(t,t8) can be obtained fromGj j

,(t,t8) and
Gj j

r (t,t8), whereGj j
,(t,t8)[ i ^cj

†(t8)cj (t)& and Gj j
r (t,t8)[

2 iu(t2t8)^$cj (t),cj
†(t8)%&. Then the time-dependent cu

rent I L(t) becomes3,4,14

I L~ t !522e Im E
2`

t

dt1E de

2p (
j

e2 i e~ t12t !

3expS 2 i E
t

t1
DL~t!dt DG j

L~e!@Gj j
,~ t,t1!

1 f L~e!Gj j
r ~ t,t1!#, ~4!

in which f a(e)5 f (e2eVa) with a5L, R is the Fermi dis-
tribution function of electrons in the leads,Va is the dc bias,
and G j

L(e)[2p(kvk jvk j* d(e2ek)52prL(e)v j (e)v j* (e) is
the generalized linewidth function,rL(e) is the density of
states in the left lead. Using the Keldysh equation,Gj j

,(t,t8)
is related to the retarted Green functionGj j

r (t,t8) as

Gj j
,~ t,t8!5E E dt1dt2Gj j

r ~ t,t1!S j j
,~ t1 ,t2!Gj j

a ~ t2 ,t8!,

~5!

and the self-energy functionS j j
,(t1 ,t2) is
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S j j
,~ t1 ,t2!5 i E de

2p
e2 i e~ t12t2! (

aPL,R
f a~e!G j

a

3expS 2 i E
t2

t1
Da~t!dt D . ~6!

It is useful to introduceAj
a(e,t) ~wherea5L,R!,

Aj
a~e,t !5E

2`

t

dt1Gj j
r ~ t,t1!expS 2 i e~ t12t !

2 i E
t

t1
dtDa~t! D . ~7!

Under the wide bandwidth approximation,26 i.e., the line-
width G j

L(R)(e) is independent of the energy, the Green fun
tion Gj j

,(t,t) can be expressed in terms ofAj
a(e,t),

Gj j
,~ t,t !5 i E de

2p (
aPL,R

f a~e!G j
auAj

a~e,t !u2, ~8!

and the time-dependent currentI L(t) reduces to

I L~ t !522e Im (
j
E de

2p
f L~e!G j

LAj
L~e,t !

2eIm (
j

G j
LGj j

,~ t,t !

52e(
j

I j
LE de

2p H (
a5L,R

f a~e!G j
auAj

a~e,t !u2

12 f L~e!Im Aj
L~e,t !J . ~9!

Since^I &[^I L(t)&52^I R(t)&, the average current^I & is

^I &522e(
j

G j
LG j

R

G j
L1G j

R E de

2p
@ f L~e!Im^Aj

L~e,t !&

2 f R~e!Im^Aj
R~e,t !&#, ~10!

where the time average is defined as

^F~ t !&[ lim
T→`

E
2T/2

T/2

F~ t !dt.

In the following, we will calculateGj j
r (t,t8) and hence

Aj
a(e,t). In order to calculateGj j

r (t,t8), we first calculate the
retarted Green function of the isolated dotgj j

r (t,t8). By us-
ing the equation of motion~EOM!, one easily finds

F i
]

]t
2e j~ t !Ggj j

r ~ t,t8!

5d~ t2t8!2 iu~ t2t8!U^$cj~ t !c̄
†~ t !c̄~ t !,cj

†~ t8!%&,

~11!

F i
]

]t
2e j~ t !2UG@2eu~ t2t8!^$cj~ t !c̄

†~ t !c̄~ t !,cj
†~ t8!%&#

5d~ t2t8!n̄~ t !, ~12!
-

wheren̄(t) is the occupation number of the statej̄ . Here,
j 50 or 1 and j̄ 512 j . From Eqs.~11! and ~12!, gj j

r (t,t8)
can be obtained exactly as

gj j
r ~ t,t8!5@12n̄~ t8!#ge j

r ~ t,t8!1n̄~ t8!ge j 1U
r ~ t,t8!,

~13!

where

ge j

r ~ t,t8![2 iu~ t2t8!expS 2 i E
t8

t

e j~t!dt D ~14!

and

ge j 1U
r ~ t,t8![2 iu~ t2t8!expS 2 i E

t8

t

@e j~t!1U#dt D .

~15!

Next, we have to solve the Green functionGj j
r (t,t8). Us-

ing the equation of motion, one has

F i
]

]t
2e j~ t !GGj j

r ~ t,t8!

5d~ t2t8!2 iu~ t2t8!U^$cj~ t !c̄
†~ t !c̄~ t !,cj

†~ t8!%&

1(
k

vk j* Gk j
r ~ t,t8!1(

p
vp j* Gp j

r ~ t,t8!, ~16!

F i
]

]t
2e j~ t !2UG@2 iu~ t2t8!^$cj~ t !c̄

†~ t !c̄~ t !,cj
†~ t8!%&#

5d~ t2t8!n̄~ t !2 iu~ t2t8!

3H(
k

vk j* ^$ak~ t !c̄
†~ t !c̄~ t !,cj

†~ t8!%&

1(
p

vp j* ^$bk~ t !c̄
†~ t !c̄~ t !,cj

†~ t8!%&

1(
k

vk̄
* ^$cj~ t !c̄

†~ t !ak~ t !,cj
†~ t8!%&

1(
p

vp̄
* ^$cj~ t !c̄

†~ t !ak~ t !,cj
†~ t8!%&

2(
k

vk̄^$cj~ t !ak
†~ t !c̄~ t !,cj

†~ t8!%&

2(
p

vp̄^$cj~ t !ak
†~ t !c̄~ t !,cj

†~ t8!%&J , ~17!

where the two new Green functionsGk j
r (t,t8) and

Gp j
r (t,t8) in Eq. ~16! are defined as Gk j

r (t,t8)
[2 iu(t2t8)^$ak(t),cj

†(t8)%& and Gp j
r (t,t8)[2 iu(t

2t8)^$bp(t),cj
†(t8)%&. To obtain a closed form of the EOM

the higher-order many-particle Green functions need to
decoupled. We make the following decoupling approxim
tion:
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^$X~ t !c̄
†~ t !c̄~ t !,cj

†~ t8!%&'n̄~ t !^$X~ t !,cj
†~ t8!%&,

^$cj~ t !c̄
t ~ t !X~ t !,cj

†~ t8!%&'0, ~18!

^$cj~ t !X†~ t !c̄~ t !,cj
†~ t8!%&'0,

whereX5ak or bp . In contrast to our previous work,14 here
we have to take the decoupling approximation to higher
der, which is necessary for investigating the photon-indu
excited-state resonances. To our knowledge, no such hig
order cutoff approximation has been given for the tim
dependent problem before. In this decoupling approxima
the statej is considered as a superposition of two states:
state is at energye j (t) with probability 12n̄(t) while the
state j̄ is empty; the other state is at energye j (t)1U
weighted byn̄ , while the statej̄ is occupied. Under this
decoupling approximation, Eq.~17! becomes

F i
]

]t
2e j~ t !2UG@2 iu~ t2t8!^$cj~ t !c̄

†~ t !c̄~ t !,cj
†~ t8!%&#

5d~ t2t8!n̄~ t !1n̄~ t !(
k

vk j* Gk j
r ~ t,t8!

1n̄~ t !(
p

vp j* Gp j
r ~ t,t8!. ~19!

The new Green functionsGk j
r (t,t8) andGp j

r (t,t8) in Eqs.
~16! and ~19! can be obtained by the Dyson equation

Gk~p! j
r ~ t,t8!5E dt1vk~p! jgk~p!

r ~ t,t1!Gj j
r ~ t1 ,t8!, ~20!

wheregk(p)
r (t,t1)52 iu(t2t1)exp$2i*t1

t ek(p)(t)dt% is the ex-

act retarted Green function of the electron of the l
~right! lead. Substituting Eq.~20! into Eqs. ~16! and
~19!, denoting the retarted self-energyS j j

L(R)r(t1 ,t2)
5Sk(p)vk(p) j* vk(p) jgk(p)

r (t1 ,t2), and S j j
r (t1 ,t2)5S j j

Lr(t1 ,t2)
1S j j

Rr(t1 ,t2), and with the help ofge j

r andge j 1U
r , differen-

tial equations Eqs.~11! and ~14! can be written as the fol
lowing integral equations:

Gj j
r ~ t,t8!5ge j

r ~ t,t8!1E E dt1dt2ge j

r ~ t,t1!

3S j j
r ~ t1 ,t2!Gj j

r ~ t2 ,t8!1UE dt1ge j

r ~ t,t1!

3@2 iu~ t12t8!^$cj~ t1!c̄
†~ t1!c̄~ t1!,cj

†~ t8!%&#,

~21!

2 iu~ t12t8!^$cj~ t !c̄
†~ t !c̄~ t !,cj

†~ t8!%&

5n̄~ t8!ge j 1U
r ~ t,t8!1E E dt1dt2n̄~ t1!ge j 1U

r ~ t,t1!

3S j j
r ~ t1 ,t2!Gj j

r ~ t2 ,t8!. ~22!

From Eqs.~22!, ~21!, and~15!, one easily finds
r-
d
er-
-
n
e

t

Gj j
r ~ t,t8!5gj j

r ~ t,t8!1E E dt1dt2gj j
r ~ t,t1!S j j

r ~ t1 ,t2!

3Gj j
r ~ t2 ,t8!. ~23!

Under the wide bandwidth approximation, the retarted s
energyS j j

r (t1 ,t2) reduces to

S j j
r ~ t1 ,t2!52

i

2
G jd~ t12t2!, ~24!

whereG j5G j
L1G j

R . In the following, we make the furthe
simplifications: ~1! U is very large (U@De). ~2! n̄(t) is
replaced by its average valuen̄ . By iterating Gj j

r (t,t8) in
Eq. ~23!, one obtains

Gj j
r ~ t,t8!5@12n̄#ge j

r ~ t,t8!e2~G j /2!~12n̄!~ t2t8!

1n̄ge j 1U
r ~ t,t8!e2~G j /2!n̄~ t2t8!. ~25!

Obviously, Gj j
r (t,t8) has two resonances: one is ate j with

the linewidth (12n̄)G j and the probability (12n̄), while
another state is empty; the other resonance is ate j1U with
the linewidthn̄G j and weighted by the probabilityn̄ , while
another state is occupied.27 Substituting the expression o
Gj j

r (t,t1) into Eq. ~7!, using ea(t)5ea1Db(t) and Db(t)
5Dbcosvt ~a5k,p,i ; andb5L,R,0!, and carrying out the
integration overt1 , thenAj

a(e,t) becomes

Aj
a~e,t !5(

k,k8
JkS D02Da

v D Jk8S Da2D0

v Dei ~k1k8!vt

3H 12n̄

e2e j2k8v1 i
G j~12n̄!

2

1
n̄

e2e j2U2k8v1 i
G jn̄

2
J . ~26!

Substituting Aj
a(e,t) into Eqs. ~9! and ~10!, the time-

dependent currentI L(t) and the average current^I& are ob-
tained immediately. Notice that these formulas of the curr
satisfy the gauge invariance in the following sense: if t
voltages of the left lead, the right lead, and the gate volt
vg ~which controls the intradot electronic energy levelse j

5e j
01evg! are shifted by the same amount, the current d

not change.28 The currentI (t) can be separated into tw
parts I 0(t) and I 1(t), where I j (t) ( j 50,1) is the current
through the statej. The current formulas obtained in thi
paper should be applied to an ultrasmall quantum dot w
U@De, but no restriction about the bias voltage and t
intensity of MW fields. The average occupation number
the statej, nj , should be calculated self-consistently:

nj5^Im Gj j
,~ t,t !&5E de

2p (
aPL,R

f a~e!Ga^uAj
a~e,t !u2&.

~27!

In numerical studies, we take the following approxim
tions: ~1! U5` since U'10De in the experiment by
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Oosterkampet al.;24 ~2! the symmetric barriers (G j
L5G j

R). In
U5` limit, the second term in the bracket ofAj

a(e,t), Eq.
~26!, becomes zero; then the average current^I& and the self-
consistent equation of the occupation number reduce to

^I &5e(
j

G j
LG j

RE de

2p (
k

H f L~e!Jk
2S D02DL

v D
2 f R~e!Jk

2S D02DR

v D J
3

~12n̄!
2

~e2e j1kv!21FG j~12n̄!

2 G2 , ~28!

nj5E de

2p (
aPL,R

f a~e!Ga(
k

Jk
2S D02Da

v D
3U 12n̄

e2e j1kv1 i
G j~12n̄!

2
U2

. ~29!

III. THE CASE OF \v>De

On the basis of the current formula Eq.~28!, now we start
to study the properties of the average current, for the cas
\v.De, in which the photon-induced excited-state res
nance and its sidebands resonances will emerge even in
MW fields, Da /v,1 (a5L,R,0). In the following, we dis-
cuss three different situations of applied MW fields: the sy
metric, the slightly asymmetric, and the completely asy
metric.

~a! The symmetricMW fields ~DL5DR[D, D050!. In
this case, MW fields are symmetrically applied on the l
and the right leads. Figure 1~a! shows the average current^I&
vs the gate voltagevg at small bias. One can clearly se

FIG. 1. ~a! ^I& vs vg for \v.Dv and the symmetric MW fields
The dotted curve corresponds to the case without MW fields.~b!
^I 0& and ^I 1& vs vg , where DL5DR50.9, D050, v51, De
50.55, G050.006, G150.03, the bias voltageV50.02, and the
temperatureT50.1.
of
-
ak

-
-

t

peaks located not only at the ground statee0 and its side-
bandse06n\v (n51,2, . . . ), butalso at the first excited
statee1 and its sidebandse16n\1v (n51,2, . . . ). Notice
that the peak ate01\v is rather weak. Figure 1~b! shows
the current componentŝI 0& and ^I 1& corresponding to the
part through the ground state and the first excited state
spectively. Without MW fields,̂ I 0& only has a single reso
nant peak ate0 and ^I 1& is almost zero. However, in the
presence of MW fields,̂ I 0& will be split into a series of
peaks, and̂ I 1& becomes much larger and exhibits sideba
peaks, too. The sideband peaks of the ground state
slightly asymmetric, but for the first excited state they a
heavily asymmetric. For example, the peak ate12\v is
much higher than that ate11\v @see Fig. 1~b!#. This is
because the height of the sideband peak ate j6n\v ~j
50,1; n50,1,2, . . . ! is directly proportional to (1
2n̄)Jn

2(D/v). With the increase of the gate voltagevg , the
occupation numbern0 varies significantly, almost change
from 0 to 1, leading to heavily asymmetric sideband pea
for the first excited state. However, the occupation num
n1 only changes slightly, leading to slightly asymmetric sid
band peaks for the ground state.

In the following, we study the behavior of the occupatio
numbernj . In the limit of U5`, based on Eq.~29! one can
prove that the inequalityn01n1<1 holds, which is indepen-
dent of the magnitudes of MW fields and the gate volta
vg . It means that electrons cannot occupy the ground s
and the first excited state simultaneously. Without M
fields, the occupation number of the ground staten0 is al-
most zero whenvg,e0 , increases suddenly like a ‘‘step’
aroundvg'e0 , and then slightly decreases forvg.e1 ~see
Fig. 2!. The slight reduction ofn0 for vg.e1 is due to the
fact that the excited state has moved near the Fermi leve
the leads, so it has a certain probability to be occupied du
the resonance. As a result, the electron-electron interac
between the ground state and the excited state leads
slight reduction ofn0 . In the presence of MW fields, th
behavior of the occupation numbern0 vs the gate voltagevg
changes:~1! The ‘‘step’’ in the curve ofn0 vs vg is split into
a series of the sub-‘‘step’’ ate06n\v due to the sideband
splitting of the statee0 . ~2! When vg pass throughe1
6n\v, n0 obviously reduces, because at thisvg a sideband
of the first excited state is pulled down below both of t

FIG. 2. ^nj& ( j 50,1) vsvg with the same parameters as in Fi
1. The dotted curves correspond to the case without MW fields
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Fermi levels of two leads, leading to an increase ofn1 and a
reduction ofn0 .

~b! The slightly asymmetric case.In the completely sym-
metric case, although the sideband peak ate01\v is rather
small, it can still be seen. Instead, for slightly asymmet
MW fields with suitable magnitudes, the sideband peake0
1\v will disappear and the average current^I& is almost
zero at thatvg , while all the other peaks still exist@see Fig.
3~a!#. This is well consistent with the experiment b
Oosterkampet al.24 The reason of the disappearance of t
sideband peak ate01\v is that for the slightly asymmetric
case,̂ I 0& still has a sideband peak ate01\v, but ^I 1& has a
negative current at the samevg @see Fig. 3~b!#. These two
opposite trends make the current^I& almost zero ate0
1\v. It should be pointed out that the asymmetry of M
fields needed for this disappearance is rather small. In
for the chosen parameters, (DL2DR)/(DL1DR) is about
0.005. Naturally, for the slightly asymmetric external fiel
and at a certain gate voltagevg , the average current^I& may
also have either small negative or positive value, depend
on which trend is stronger. Notice that for the complete
symmetric case, the negative current will never emerge.

~c! The completely asymmetric case.In this case, MW
fields are only applied on the left lead. Figure 4~a! shows the
dependence of the current^I& on the gate voltagevg . A
shoulder emerges on the left-hand side, and a negative
rent ~i.e., photon-electron pumping effect! emerges on the
right-hand side of the resonant peak. Figure 4~b! presents the
differential conductanced^I &/dvg vs the gate voltagevg .
One can clearly see the PAT peaks from the ground sta
e06\v and from the excited state ate16\v. The sideband
peak ate02\v is slightly higher than that ate01\v. How-
ever, the PAT sideband peak ate11\v is very weak, since
the height of the sideband peak is proportion to 12n0 , and
the occupation numbern0 is almost one atvg5e11\v. It is

FIG. 3. ~a! ^I& vs vg for \v.De and slightly asymmetric MW
fields. The two solid curves correspond toDL50.9, DL2DR

50.01, andDL50.6, DL2DR50.007, respectively. Other param
eters are the same as in Fig. 1. The dotted curve corresponds
case without MW fields.~b! ^I 0& and ^I 1& vs vg for DL50.9, DL

2DR50.01, and\v.De.
c

ct

g

ur-

at

worth mentioning that the occupation numbern0 is much
closer to unity when the MW field is only applied on the le
lead than applied on both leads. Therefore, the sideband
at e11\v is always weaker for the asymmetric case than
the symmetric case.

IV. THE CASE OF \v<De

For the case of\v,De, if the intensity of MW fields are
weak ~Da /v,1, a5L,R,0!, the excited state does not pa
ticipate the PAT process, only the resonances of the gro
state and its sideband emerge. This result is similar to
case of single-level dot.29 The slight asymmetry of the side
band peaks as mentioned in Ref. 24 is due to the fact tha
occupation numbern1 of the excited state slightly change
with the gate voltagevg .

However, if the intensity of MW fields is strong (Da /v
.1), the resonance of the first excited state can still
induced. Figure 5~a! shows the current̂I& vs vg for the case
with strong fields. One finds not only peaks located ate0

6n\v (n51,2, . . . ) butpeaks located ate11n\v emerge
as well. Now the multiple-photon processes become imp
tant, leading to many sideband peaks. The sideband p
from the ground state are almost symmetric@see Fig. 5~b!#,
but the sideband peaks of the excited state are significa
asymmetric@see Fig. 5~c!#.

the

FIG. 4. ~a! ^I& vs vg for \v.De and completely asymmetric
MW fields. The dotted curve corresponds to the case without M
field. ~b! d^I &/dvg vs vg , whereDL50.4, DR5D050, v51, De
50.55,G050.01,G150.03,V50.04, andT50.05.
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V. THE DEPENDENCE OF THE INTEGRATION
*ŠI „vg…‹dvg ON THE INTENSITY OF MW FIELDS

If the electron-electron Coulomb interaction is neglec
(U50), the integration*^I &dvg can be calculated easily
From Eq.~21!, one obtains

Gj j
r ~ t,t8!5ge j

r ~ t,t8!expH 2
G j

2
~ t2t8!J , ~30!

and ^Aj
a(e,t)& reduces to

^Aj
a~e,t !&5(

k
Jk

2S D02Da

v D 1

e2e j2kv1 iG j /2
. ~31!

Substituting Eq.~31! into Eq.~10!, the average current^I & is
obtained immediately,

^I &52e(
j

G j
LG j

R

G j
(

k
E de

2p F f L~e!Jk
2S D02DL

v D
2 f R~e!Jk

2S D02DR

v D G3
G j /2

~e2e j2kv!21G j
2/4

.

~32!

Then the integration*^I &dvg can be carried out,

FIG. 5. ~a! ^I& vs vg for \v,De. ~b! ^I 0& vs vg . ~c! ^I 1& vs vg .
D050, DL5DR53.1, v51, G050.01, G150.03, De51.4, V
50.02, andT50.05.
d

E ^I ~vg!&dvg5(
j
E ^I j~e j !&de j

5e
G j

LG j
R

G j
E de@ f L~e!2 f R~e!#

5e~mL2mR!(
j

G j
LG j

R/G j . ~33!

Obviously, the integration*^I (vg)&dvg is a constant, in-
dependent of the intensity of MW fields~the symmetric or
asymmetric case! and the temperatureT, as long as the Cou
lomb interaction is neglected.

However, in many experiments the integration*^I &dvg

obviously increases with the intensity of MW fields.15,21–24

In fact, the electron-electron Coulomb interaction and
many-body effect play important role. With thee-e interac-
tion, although the integration*^I &dvg cannot be performed
analytically due to the fact thatnj in the expression of̂I &
depends onvg ; but from the numerical studies mentione
above one easily finds that the integration*^I &dvg increases
with the intensity of MW fields due to the participation of th
excited state.@See Figs. 1~a!, 3~a!, and 4~a!. For Fig. 5 this
property is also satisfied, although the curve without M
fields is not shown there.#

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the electron tunnel
through an ultrasmall quantum dot under the influence
MW fields. Two single electronic states and the intrad
Coulomb interaction are considered. By using the noneq
librium Green function, the time-dependent currentI L(t),
and the average current^I & are derived. The excited-stat
resonance and its sideband resonances are induced no
for the cases of\v.De with any intensity of MW fields and
\v,De with the strong intensity of MW fields. The side
band peaks of the ground state are almost symme
whereas the sideband peaks of the excited state are he
asymmetric. Under slightly asymmetric MW fields with su
able magnitudes the sideband peak ate01\v will disappear.
In addition, we found that the integrated current*^Ivg)&dvg
increases with the intensity of MW fields, which can be
tributed to the intradot Coulomb interaction.
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